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What’s trending

Trending in drinkware, it's

all about sustainability

and personal expression. 

Reusable and eco-

friendly options, like

stainless steel water

bottles are huge,

reflecting a growing

environmental

consciousness among

consumers. 
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Make every sip 
insta-worthy.
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NEOPRENE 40 OZ. 
WATER BOTTLE ARM BAG

This bag is a game changer! Just tighten the adjustable belt around
your bottle, toss in your keys, headphones, and some change, and you're
all set. Fits 40 oz water bottles. 

Tumbler made from 91% recycled stainless steel, handle, lid, and straw made from 100%
recycled polypropylene. Suitable for both hot and cold beverages. 1% of proceeds of this
item is donated to Water.org, a nonprofit organization that has transformed millions of
lives around the world with access to safe water and sanitation.

A 40 oz Tumbler Sleeve made of a 3.5 mm neoprene. Designed to fit popular
brands like Stanley. With easy installation using two snaps under the handle, it

provides protection against collisions and scratches. Plus, it's a great branding!
Full colour print of your choice.

40 OZ NEOPRENE TUMBLER SLEEVE

$11.99

Item # GP74368

Item #  TWP33

Item # STSNEO40

starting at

$9.99starting at

40 OZ COLOURED RECYCLED TUMBLER

$29.99

Item # RST990

starting at
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ASOBU® TWIN PACK TUMBLER

Simplify life with the Twin Pack! A unique travel combination for hot and cold
beverages. Enjoy fresh water from the insulated stainless steel bottle, while

sipping your favorite hot beverage from the mug. The bottle slides neatly into the
mug for easy transport. Designed for the office, school, and outdoors. A one-

piece item with a dual purpose, the Twin Pack adapts to any situation. 

starting at $39.99



Item # SRBMT12OZHO

With the flip of a switch, it transforms into a 16-ounce pint glass
and fits all of your favorite 16-ounce craft cans in addition to 12-
ounce cans. We trademarked it for a purpose.

HOPSULATOR TRÍO MÜV 3-IN-1
(16OZ/12OZ CANS)

$79.99starting at

This 18/8 Surgical Grade Stainless Steel, triple layer vacuum sealed sports/shaker bottle
will keep your drinks cold for up to 40 hours! Experience cutting-edge convenience with

our mixer, boasting Patented Turbulent Mixing Technology and aerospace-grade
durability. Customizable GritCoat Color for enduring vibrance.

STAINLESS STEEL, INSULATED 26 OZ. SHAKER

$29.99

Item # 6-17362-00022-9 

starting at

Wallflowers need not apply. You'll have all eyes on you when hydrating with
our newest Neon Lights Drinkware. Designed to electrify every sip and add
a pop of striking color to your sweat sesh, evening stroll, or at-home sips.
Neon Lights Stemless holds 12oz and keeps all of your favorite drinks,
including wine, chilled for 6 hours or warm for up to 3.

CORKCICLE NEON LIGHTS STEMLESS

$55.99

Item # CK2312

starting aton 
the
go

on 
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LARQ PUREVIS™ MOVEMENT BOTTLE 24OZ 
Item #  LRQ1003-WD

The LARQ PureVis™ Movement Bottle actively self-cleans and improves water quality in a
lightweight single-walled stainless steel build–perfect for outdoor adventures, going to the
gym, or whatever moves you. It uses PureVis™ technology to neutralize up to 99%* of E.coli

from your water and bottle. Keeps your water cold for 24 hours and hot for 12 hours.

starting at $49.99



JAPANESE TEXTURED GLASS SAKE SET

Discover the perfect blend of elegance and functionality with our premium
dual-layer cup. Crafted to be both feather-light and incredibly durable,
this versatile piece is your all-in-one solution for  leisurely sips. 

DOUBLE WALL GLASS COFFEE MUG

$12.99

Item # ADMA1290 

starting at

This product is made of high-quality, thick borosilicate material, which is lead
free and does not contain any heavy metal. Each clear glass cup is handmade
by an experienced master with strict quality testing. Ice texture gives the cups

a high grade feeling and stylish decoration on your table. 4" L x 3" W x 1" H

HEAT RESISTANT DRINKING GLASSES

$9.99

Item #  ADMA1155

starting at

The Pearl Diver is a classic, silky cocktail with a storied past—and its very own
glass style. Invented by the grandfather of Polynesian Pop, this infamous drink

borrows from the 1930s novelty of the South Pacific, lending a distinct silhouette
to the cocktail landscape with its ribbed stem and distinctive wide bowl. 

Set includes 12 glasses. 3.5" W x 5.75" H x 3.5" D

CRYSTAL PEARL DIVER GLASSES

$59.99

Item # 6430 

starting at

elegant sake set with a clear textured upper and a stylish frosted glass
lower. It includes 1 sake bottle, 4 cups, and 1 versatile wine tank for chilling
or warming. The set is comfortable to hold and can also be used as a
decorative piece. Perfect for gifting on various occasions. 3.15" L x 4.92" W

$69.99

Item # BC4348

starting at
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Elevate your solo cup game with these premium party cups! Perfect for family
get-togethers, daily enjoyment, and any festive occasion - from backyard

barbecues and picnics to camping adventures. These stylish pieces promise to
add a touch of elegance to your gatherings.

CUSTOM ALUMINUM REUSABLE PARTY CUP

$9.99

Item # AIGP90146 

starting at

A set of 5 plastic champagne glasses combined into a bottle. The glasses
can hold 5 ounces of champagne. These reusable glasses are made of food-
grade and high-transparent plastic which is crystal clear and has a texture
like glass. Suitable for daily, party, travel, camping, picnicotdoor activities. 

PLASTIC CHAMPAGNE FLUTES SET 5PCS

$19.99

Item #  MPSLL074

starting at

Beautiful live edge walnut charcuterie paddle shooter board.
Includes 6 neon plastic shooter test tubes. Canadian Made. 

Due to the organic nature of this Artisan product every board will
be unique. Laser logo up to 4 sq/in included. 10" L x 7" W

6 SHOOTER -LIVE EDGE WALNUT PADDLE

$49.99

Item # SSLEP10 

starting at

What’s got two hands and knows how to party? You when you’re
rocking this limited edition bottle sling by popular brand YETI. Fits
18oz ramblers and 600 ml / 20 oz and 750 ml / 25 oz Yonder. 

LIMITED EDITION YETI BOTTLE SLING

$49.99

Item # YDW7171454

starting at
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